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Abstract

Background: Historical data indicate that surgical resection may benefit select patients with metastatic gastric and
gastroesophageal junction cancer. However, randomized clinical trials are lacking. The current RENAISSANCE trial
addresses the potential benefits of surgical intervention in gastric and gastroesophageal junction cancer with
limited metastases.
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Methods: This is a prospective, multicenter, randomized, investigator-initiated phase III trial. Previously untreated
patients with limited metastatic stage (retroperitoneal lymph node metastases only or a maximum of one incurable
organ site that is potentially resectable or locally controllable with or without retroperitoneal lymph nodes) receive
4 cycles of FLOT chemotherapy alone or with trastuzumab if Her2+. Patients without disease progression after
4 cycles are randomized 1:1 to receive additional chemotherapy cycles or surgical resection of primary and
metastases followed by subsequent chemotherapy. 271 patients are to be allocated to the trial, of which at least
176 patients will proceed to randomization. The primary endpoint is overall survival; main secondary endpoints are
quality of life assessed by EORTC-QLQ-C30 questionnaire, progression free survival and surgical morbidity and
mortality. Recruitment has already started; currently (Feb 2017) 22 patients have been enrolled.

Discussion: If the RENAISSANCE concept proves to be effective, this could potentially lead to a new standard of
therapy. On the contrary, if the outcome is negative, patients with gastric or GEJ cancer and metastases will no
longer be considered candidates for surgical intervention.

Trial registration: The article reports of a health care intervention on human participants and is registered on
October 12, 2015 under ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02578368; EudraCT: 2014–002665-30.

Keywords: Oligometastatic cancer, Metastatic gastric cancer, Metastatic gastroesophageal junction cancer, Limited-
metastatic disease, Localized peritoneal carcinomatosis, Perioperative chemotherapy, FLOT- regimen, Gastrectomy,
Resection of metastases, Quality of life

Background
In metastatic stages of gastric cancer, surgical interven-
tion with curative or life-prolonging intention has been
evaluated in several subgroup analyses of clinical trials
and retrospective patient cohorts. The data obtained in-
dicated, that surgical resection could provide a benefit
for selected patient groups such as patients aged 70 years
or less with one metastatic site only [1], patients with
one metastatic site (lymph nodes or liver) and excellent
response to systemic preoperative chemotherapy [2, 3],
or patients with metastases limited to the liver, in whom
complete resection seems feasible after careful preopera-
tive staging [4]. A German group analyzed 48 patients
who underwent primary stomach resection and identi-
fied D3 as an independent (positive) predictor of survival
[5]. A Japanese group evaluated 16 patients with patho-
logically positive para-aortal lymph node involvement
who underwent curative surgical resection after two
cycles of pre-operative docetaxel, cisplatin and S1
chemotherapy. 2-years overall and relapse-free survival
rates were 93.8% and 75.0%, respectively [6]. Similar re-
sults were reported in multiple case reports [7–9].
Nevertheless, surgical resection remained highly debat-
able, since randomized trials have been lacking.
A pilot study of our group [10] was able to establish a

clinical model to identify a patient population, which
could potentially benefits from surgical intervention
after induction chemotherapy. Patients with untreated
gastric or junctional cancers were prospectively stratified
into 3 groups: operable (M0) patients, limited metastatic,
or extensive metastatic patients, using a predefined algo-
rithm and treated with FLOT (5-flourouracil, leucovorin,

oxaliplatin, and docetaxel). Limited metastatic disease
was defined as: distant intra-abdominal lymph node me-
tastases only or/and a maximum of 1 organ involved,
normal serum alkaline phosphatase, < 5 liver lesions, no
visible carcinomatosis (peritoneum or pleura), and
ECOG ≤1. All other metastatic patients were considered
extensive. Patients with M0 disease received 4 preopera-
tive FLOT cycles followed by surgery and 4 postopera-
tive cycles. Patients with limited metastatic disease
received 4 cycles followed by resection of the primary
and metastases if possible. Four additional postoperative
cycles were administered. Patients with extensive meta-
static disease received 8 cycles with surgery allowed for
palliation only. 60 out of 238 patients enrolled had
limited metastatic stage. Thirty-six of them (60%) pro-
ceeded to surgery after FLOT chemotherapy. The study
observed a considerable median overall survival of
31 months for the resected patients with limited meta-
static stage (versus 16 months for patients without resec-
tion) and provided the rational for the present study.

Methods/design
Protocol overview
RENAISSANCE is a prospective, multicenter, random-
ized, investigator-initiated phase III trial aimed to evalu-
ate the effects of perioperative chemotherapy with FLOT
in chemo naïve patients with limited metastatic (exact
definition see next section) gastric/GEJ cancer (without
prior tumor resection) in combination with curative
gastrectomy/esophagectomy + resection of metastatic le-
sions or local ablation procedure (Fig. 1 – Study flow
chart). Patients with potentially limited metastatic gastric
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cancer or adenocarcinoma of the GEJ potentially fulfill-
ing the selection criteria (detailed inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria see section below) and who gave informed
consent will undergo a careful screening and a central
review process (details see below). Patients who fulfill all
eligibility criteria and are positively evaluated in a central
review will be enrolled into the study. All patients
enrolled will receive four cycles (= 8 weeks) of FLOT
[Docetaxel 50 mg/m2, iv over 2 h, d1; Oxaliplatin
85 mg/m2 in 500 ml G5%, iv over 2 h, d1; Leucovorin
200 mg/m2 in 250 ml NaCl 0.9%, iv over 1 h, d1; 5-FU
2600 mg/m2, iv over 24 h, d1 (= 1 cycle); Start of next
cycle on day 15 (every two weeks)] [11] . For HER-2
positive disease, trastuzumab will be added. Treatment
will be administered on day one of biweekly cycles. After
the 4th cycle of FLOT, patients will undergo a repeated
imaging (esophago-gastro-duodenoscopy, CT/MRI or
PET scan of the involved organs). Patients with disease
progression will be taken out of the trial. Patients with
stable disease, partial or complete remission will be strati-
fied by tumor location (gastric vs. GEJ adenocarcinoma),

response to preoperative FLOT (complete or partial
remission vs. stable disease) and based on whether they
have distant lymph node metastases only or additional
organ involvement and will be randomized 1:1 to Arm A
(with surgery) or B (no surgery).

Arm a:
Surgery will be scheduled 4–6 weeks after d1 of the last
cycle of preoperative chemotherapy (d1 + 4–6 weeks).
The type of surgical procedure is determined by the
location and extent of the primary tumor and should be
performed according to local standards. In terms of the
metastatic disease, the protocol provides recommenda-
tions on surgical intervention for the different types of
limited metastatic disease (type 1 to 2.VII). Post-
operatively, further 4–8 cycles of FLOT can be adminis-
tered starting 4 to 12 weeks after surgery. If additional
local ablation procedures are considered, these can be
performed in parallel with the postoperative chemother-
apy if this is considered feasible by the investigator.

Fig. 1 RENAISSANCE study flow chart (schematic)
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Arm B:
Patients will be treated with additional 4–8 cycles of
FLOT. Surgical interventions are allowed for palliation.
In both arms, the continuation of chemotherapy for
more than 12 cycles of FLOT or de-escalated/modified
FLOT such as FLO or FLT is possible, if the investigator
believes that this in the best interest of the patient. A
maintenance therapy using one or more of the FLOT
components (oral forms also permitted) is permitted and
can be performed according to local guidelines.
In both of the arms, tumor assessments (CT/MRI or

PET of the relevant organs) are performed prior to
randomization and then every 3 months thereafter until
progression/relapse, death or end of follow-up. During
chemotherapy, clinical visits (blood cell counts, detec-
tion of toxicity) occur every two weeks, in general prior
to the chemotherapy administration.
Quality of life (QoL) will be assessed using the

European Organization for Research and Treatment of
Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire-C30 (EORTC-
QLQ-C30) at baseline, prior to randomization, and every
3 months after randomization during treatment and in
the follow-up phase, together with tumor assessments.
QoL assessment also ends with disease progression/re-
lapse, death or end of follow-up. After disease progres-
sion/relapse, survival status will be assessed every
3 months for up to 5 years after randomization.

Definition of limited metastatic status according Flot3-study
with modification:
Retroperitoneal lymph node metastases (RPLM) only
(e.g., para-aortal, intra-aorto-caval, parapancreatic or
mesenterial lymph nodes);

� Note: in duodenum invading gastric cancer,
retropancreatic nodes are not regarded M1 or/and
at maximum one organ involved with or without
RPLM according to the following schema:

� Localized potentially operable peritoneal
carcinomatosis: stage P1 according to classification
of the “Japanese Research Society for Gastric
Cancer” (Clinically visible carcinomatosis of the
peritoneum or of the pleura and >P1 peritoneal
carcinomatosis are not allowed!) or

� Liver: maximum of 5 metastatic lesions that are
potentially resectable or

� Lung: unilateral involvement, potentially resectable or
� Uni- or bilateral Krukenberg tumors (ovarian met.)

in the absence of macroscopic peritoneal
carcinomatosis or

� Uni- or bilateral adrenal gland metastases or
� Extra-abdominal lymph node metastases such

as supraclavicular or cervical lymph node
involvement or

� Localized bone involvement (defined as being within
one radiation field) or

� Other metastatic disease location that is considered
limited by the investigator and is confirmed by the
review committee

Measures of outcomes and assessments
Primary outcome
Overall survival is the primary endpoint. The duration
of OS will be determined by measuring the time interval
from randomization to the date of death or last observa-
tion (censored).

Secondary outcomes
QoL is the main secondary endpoint. The QoL data will
help us to better integrate a potential gain in OS into
the treatment guidelines. Other secondary outcome
measures are 1-, 2- and 3-year survival rates as well as
the projected 5-year overall survival rate in addition to
progression-free survival, toxicity, 30 days and 90 days
(perioperative) morbidity and mortality.

Main inclusion criteria
Histologically confirmed limited metastatic (definition)
gastric or GEJ adenocarcinoma. Medical and technical
operability of the primary (central evaluation). Meta-
static lesions are resectable or can be controlled by local
ablative procedure (central evaluation). No prior chemo-
therapy and no prior tumor resection.

Main exclusion criteria
Medical inoperability. Inability to understand the study
and/or comply with the protocol procedures. Extensive
metastatic status or cM0. Secondary malignancy <3 years
ago.

Treatments
Control(s)/comparator(s)
FLOT consists of: Docetaxel 50 mg/m2, iv over 2 h, d1;
Oxaliplatin 85 mg/m2 in 500 ml G5%, iv over 2 h, d1;
Leucovorin 200 mg/m2 in 250 ml NaCl 0.9%, iv over
1 h, d1; 5-FU 2600 mg/m2, iv over 24 h, d1 (= 1 cycle);
Start of next cycle on day 15 (every two weeks). [11]

Dose, mode and scheme of intervention
In the interventional arm, patients will undergo surgery 4
to 6 weeks after the 4th cycle of FLOT, as done and found
safe in the Flot3 and Flot4 trials [10, 11]. Additional 4 to
8 cycles of FLOT are to be administered, starting 4 to
12 weeks after surgery. Goal of surgery is a complete (R0
and at least D2) resection of the primary tumor including
standardized lymphadenectomy and, whenever technically
possible, complete (R0) resection or complete macro-
scopic cytoreduction of the metastases.
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Sample size calculation
The primary efficacy analysis will compare random-
ized chemotherapy-alone to randomized chemother-
apy followed by surgical resection on the time to the
primary efficacy endpoint using the ITT population.
The hypothesis test will use the log rank test to com-
pare the investigational arms. The study assumes a
Hazard ratio of 0.65 favoring the surgery group. The
OS in the reference arm is set as 16 months. Accrual
time is 4 years followed by a 2 years follow up
period. Dropouts prior to randomization are set at
35%. Dropouts after randomization are set 10%. Type
I error is 5% and one-sided Log rank test is used. 271
patients will be enrolled and 176 patients are to be
randomized to provide a statistical power of 80%.

Ethical considerations, information giving and written
informed consent
The study protocol was approved by the responsible lead
ethics committee on the 11th of January 2016 under the
identification number FF123/2015. The study has been
registered on the ClinicalTrial.gov website under the
identification number NCT02578368. The RENAIS-
SANCE study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki
rules, the principles of Good Clinical Practice guidelines
and the Data Protection Act. The trial will also be
carried out in compliance to local legal and regulatory
requirements. For each patient to be enrolled into the
study, obtaining written informed consent prior to inclu-
sion into the study is essential.

Discussion
Recent data indicates that surgical resection [1] may
have benefit for selected patients with metastatic gastric
or gastroesophageal junction cancer [2, 3], but random-
ized trials are still lacking. Therefore, surgical resection
remains highly debatable up to date. The current RE-
NAISSANCE trial investigates the question about the
role of surgical intervention in limited-metastatic gastric
and GEJ cancer. If the concept proves to be effective,
this could potentially lead to a new standard of care with
direct benefits to cancer patients. On the contrary, if the
outcome of the study is negative, patients with meta-
static gastric or GEJ cancer should no longer be consid-
ered candidates for surgical intervention as they are
currently in some constellations. This will help to pre-
serve the QoL of these patients as well as to lower the
morbidity associated with an ineffective surgery and will
be accompanied by cost savings for the public and pri-
vate health insurance systems.
A recent randomized, Asian trial (n = 175) enrolled

patients with gastric cancer who had a single non-
curable site (liver, peritoneum, or para-aortic lymph
nodes) to chemotherapy alone or gastrectomy followed

by chemotherapy [12]. The study failed to show
improvements in survival by surgery. In the contrary,
results showed a trend towards inferiority in the sur-
gery group (median OS was 16.6 months in patients
without versus and 14.3 months in patients with
gastrectomy).
In contrast to the trial mentioned above, our study is

based on three theoretical aspects that we consider very
important in the context of implementing surgical resec-
tion for metastatic patients: first, the proper selection of
candidates who are more likely to benefit from local
therapy, such as patients with favorable prognostic fac-
tors (e.g. performance status) and factors related to the
type and extent of metastatic involvement. In the
future, biology also has to be considered; second, the
clear definition of the goal of surgery, which is cura-
tive and not palliative in our setting; and third, the
necessity to administer effective systemic chemother-
apy prior to and after surgery. The administration of up-
front chemotherapy is important because gastric cancer is
a biologically aggressive disease. The lack of upfront
chemotherapy would cause a delay in administration of
the effective systemic treatment component in the surgery
group, thus negatively affecting survival in the surgery
population.
The use of FLOT chemotherapy is supported by

numerous reports indicating that FLOT is superior to
other regimen such as FOLFOX (5-FU, leucovorin, and
oxaliplatin) or ECF (epirubicin, cisplatin, and 5-FU) in
terms of pathological regression, which is regarded im-
portant in the context addressed in our trial. [11, 13, 14]
The sample size calculation is based on a hazard ratio of

0.65 that seems very ambitious. However, the implementa-
tion of a major surgery (gastrectomy and/or esophagec-
tomy) is a very burdensome intervention with high impact
on patient’s quality of life and physical function that is
barely justified by small improvements of survival, usually
perused in drug research.
Finally, there are significant challenges facing our trial.

The target population is relatively small. Some investiga-
tors and their surgeons have great difficulties randomizing
patients with very limited stage such as retroperitoneal
lymph nodes or single liver metastases to a non-surgery
arm. This will not only slow recruitment, it will also inflate
the study by high risk patients. We also expect that many
patients will refuse participation or will cross-over after
randomization because they want to participate at deci-
sion making. We implemented several processes to cope
with these challenges, including but are not limited to a
very high dropout rate of 45% (35% prior to and 10% after
randomization) and a comprehensive communication
plan with centers to ensure that the study is explained to
the patients in a fair and appropriate way. We also
planned a long recruitment period of four years.
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